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IntrodutionComputations in elestial mehanis kept the belief in astronomers duringmany enturies that motions of the planets an be predited arbitrarily longtime to future. However, in the seond part of 19th entury appeared manyproblems that showed the trigonometrial series desribing the elestial mo-vements are not onvergent in any ases, espeially lose to the resonanes.Beside these things Poinaré showed at the turning of the 20 entury thatthe gravitational three-body problem does not have an anlytial solution. Hisinvestigations also ontain that there are various types of motion dependingon initial onditions in above mentioned system. In 1950-60s there was borna preise mathematial explanation about haoti behaviour in onservativesystems (KAM-theory). Not muh latter, the information tehnology beameenough advaned to ompute the motions very long time and to study thephase portraits that ontains large number of initial onditions.It had been lear that there is no required to study ompliated and highdimensional systems beause haoti phenomenon ould also evolve even inthree dimensional phase spae. The di�erential equations desribing thesystem ontain the haotiity essentially but this quality emerges only bynumerial investigations. Usually, the nonlinear behaviour means that thephase spae is a 3 dimensional �ow at least, therefore, we an point out thatthe haoti behaviour is not the exeptional but the typial in nature.The haoti motions in fritionless systems gave a new aspet of thebehaviour of them in many subjet of physis. Celestial mehanis did notdropped out from development. The new onepts, methods, and outlookused in nonlinear dynamis in�ltrated also to astronomy. In last deades themain topi is the investigation of haos in the Solar System and the stabilityinvestigation of planetary systems around distant stars.In my thesis I give a detailed numerial investigation the Sitnikov prob-lem. This system is a partiular ase of the restrited three-body problem.The Sitnikov problem is a periodially dumped system, and therefore, timedependent. Consequently, one an obtain a wide range of haoti behaviourin it, although, the motion of the third massless body is only one dimensional.The struture of the three dimensional phase spae of the Sitnikov problemwas not investigated up to now. In my work I have mapped the whole phasespae numerially, the struture of the phase portraits and their relation withinitial positions of the primaries has been also explained. The investigationsshowed an interesting behaviour in the phase spae that an not understandwith lassial haoti phenomenon (i.e. permanent haos, haoti bands).Namely, there are initial ondition far from regular domains in the phasespae that are origins of long lived motions belonging the system.2



In reent years the transient phenomena were brought into fous in �eld ofresearh of dynamial systems. This feature appears as haoti sattering inonservative systems, to study this phenomenon has seemed a pioneer workin elestial mehanis. The simpliity of the Sitnikov problem allowed me toshow that the �nite time haoti motions are also very important in planetarymotion. In my thesis I showed that there are initial onditions related to themotions whih remains �nite time in the system and during this term thereare haoti. Quantitative investigations result in the instability of transienthaos is muh grater than permanent haos. Finaly, It is also shown in thiswork that the stiky orbits loated at the margin of the regular domains arelinked with transient e�ets.Aim of my workThe main aspet was in my study to show the haoti behaviour via simpledynamial system. It is important to note here, the thesis build up in thatorder as I ame to know the problem. After look over the literature and manyonsultations with my ollegues, it was lear that there are numerous detailsthat are not familiar. One of my ideas was to show a omplete piture aboutthe 3 dimensional phase spae of the Sitnikov problem. The appliation ofonepts and methods of the transient haos in elestial mehanis was another aim of mine. To show that the well-known haoti saddle also exist indynamial astronomy and it is responsible to the long lived haoti transientsin elestial motions as well. The study of �nite time haoti behaviour ouldbring a new way to investigation of exoplanetary systems.Applied methodsThe more suitable method to solve nonlinear di�erential equations is thenumerial integration. I have developed C-odes to get the solutions of theequations. The integrator was a 4-order Runge�Kutta method. Chaoti dy-namis shows ordered strutures in suitable hoosed slie of the phase spae.These slies one an obtain with known proesses like the strobosopi mapor Poinaré Surfaes of Setions (the latter is not used in the omputationsbeause the nature of the problem). To investigate the straggling points inthe phase portraits, esape times have been introdued. 1 The method gives1Method of esape times in the Sitnikov problem was published by Rudolf Dvorak in2006 [i℄. Dvorak's results are in very good agreement with Figure 3.14 in my thesis whereLyapunov harateresti exponents were used.3



how long the third massless body remains lose to the binaries. It means,when the testpartile leaves the system the atual integration time will bestored. The results are in good agreement with the ontour maps of Lyapu-nov exponents the other method used in the work. The esape times alreadywere lose to the onept the esape rate mentioned in literature. After this,it was very easy to get the average lifetime whih haraterize the �nite timehaoti behaviour in a dynamial system. A sattering funtion was alsotaken in order to study the problem in sattering point of view. This fun-tion reveals wether transient haos appears in the system. I have hoosen asimple numerial method to design the haoti saddle [ii℄. The quantitativeproperties and the fratal dimension of the haoti set have been determinedwith familiar methodes from textbooks.Results1. I have showed the relation between the position of the primariesand the periodial struture of the three dimensional phase spae.The tori and the stable periodi orbits sitting inside of them arerotating with de�ned period round the entral equilibrium point.The seondary resonanies and the invariant urves around themfollow the same behaviour. It has been shown that the satteredpoints between the regular islands are the images of the esapingtrajetories. The rotational time of these disordered trajetoriesis varying, therefore, they an get through the invariant tubesand leave for far away in phase spae. [1℄2. The numerial investigations of the esape times on�rm thatthere are domains in the phase spae away from the entral regi-ons where one an observe long lived motions. These trajetoriestrae out a fratal set in the phase portraits. [1℄3. The sattering funtion Θ(z0) has been de�ned in the phase spaeof the Sitnikov problem. It an help to �nd regions where initialondtions responding to �nite time haoti behaviour are loa-ted. I have ompared the shape of the sattering funtion withstruture of the phase portraits. The results showed lear, Θ(z0)desribes the dynamis of the system well and it is a good startingpoint to study the transient e�ets. [2℄4. For a given parameter (e = 0.57) the esape rate (κ ≈ 0.1268)and the average lifetime of haos (τ ≈ 7.88) has been determined.4



In order to show that the esape rate is an invariant quantity Ihave hoosen initial onditions from di�erent domains in phasespae. The exponential dereasing was the same in any ase.Consequently, κ is a onstant for given parameter. [2℄5. When I had the right initial onditions, I have drafted the haotisaddle numerialy. The pitures showed that the struture ofthe haoti set is a multiple fratal. This fratal set ontainsalso a stable and an unstable manifold. They give answer tothe �laments in ontour map of esape times and also make thetrajetories originating from the wall of the tori lear. [2℄6. The haoti saddle also has been studied quantitatively. The fra-tal dimension D = 1.812 and the Lyapunov exponents (λ = 1.34)were obtained. Comparing the Lyapunov exponents (exponentsfrom haoti band againts exponent of the saddle) one an seethat the transient haos is more robust (more unstable) than thepermanent haos. This result support an other phenomenon, na-mely, the range of the haoti saddle is muh grater than the sizeof the haoti bands. [2℄7. Investigations of the phase spae show the relationship betweenthe stikiness e�et and the transient phenomenon. Stiky orbitsappear like permanent haos in phase spae beause the haotisaddle beome a two dimensional fratal lose to the border of theregular regime. The hange of struture of the haoti invariantset is a onsequene of the power law deay of the non-esapingtrajetories. The exponent of this power law is σ = 1.03. [2℄ConlusionsAlthough the Sitnikov problem is a beloved dynamial system and there aremany papers deal with it, the three dimensional phase spae struture gives anew insight to the problem. Another important phenomenon is that esapetimes allow us to obtain the stable manifold of the haoti saddle in thephase spae. Te results plotted on ontour map raise many questions aboutthe dynamis and strutures in pase spae. The answers I have found intransient behaviour. After the results of my PhD thesis, I an summarizemy onlusions in two thought.First, we have seen the �nite time haos is more extended in phase spaethan the permanent haos. Therefore, if we study a onservative system, an5



extended part of phase spae would be investigated, for instane far fromregular islands or haoti bands. Quantitative results show that the haotisaddle is more unsable than the haoti bands between the tori. It means themotions evolving lose to the haoti invariant set are more sensitive to theinitial onditions than the trajetories in haoti bands. These statementswarn us that we have to take into aount the in�uene of the transient haosto the dynamis even in a simple system in elestial mehanis.Furthermore, we have seen that the stiky orbits (i.e. trajetories thatome lose to the wall of the tori and spend long time there before they leavethe system) are in lose relationship with transient phenomena. One an askwether it is suh an initial ondition originating of a trajetory that spendin�nite time at the torus. Based my results I suppose, yes. But the hane to�nd suh a trajetory is very small beause it requires to hit an exat pointof the haoti saddle. And it is well known the saddle is a zero measure set.So, these results show that the Kantz-Grassberger relation (link between thepermanent and transient haos) holds in onservative systems and also inelestial mehanis. In other words, if a trajetory spend long time around atorus, it would �walk� densely a given part of the phase spae. But if it makesto hit exatly a ritial initial ondition, namely a point of the saddle, thenthe trajetory going to remain lose to the torus and traing out a haotiband whih is not distinguishable from the permanent haos anymore.Publiations in subjet of the thesisPapers give the bakbone of the thesis[1℄ Kovás, T.; Érdi, B.:�The struture of the extended phase spaeof the Sitnikov problem� Astronomishe Nahrihten, 328, No.8, 801-804. (2007)[2℄ Kovás, T.; Érdi, B.: �Transient haos in the Sitnikov problem�Celestial Mehanis and Dynamial Astronomy under publishingOther papers in subjet of the thesis
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